Topical Index, October 2017
Angels
~ Angels Wounded – October 9, 2017
synopsis:
• Clare: tells of seeing her angels on gurneys during prayer – wounded and recovering from
the battles over her.
• But who ever heard of such a thing; praying for angels?
• Jesus: Angels who have been wounded in your service, Clare. And it is very touching to see
you go around praying for each one. Very touching indeed. But I have more angels than
you can imagine; there is never a lack and they far outweigh the opposition.
• Your response was one of love and charity. You saw those who had been injured for a
righteous cause and you prayed over them. There is nothing contradicting Scripture in that.
It was an innocent and very loving gesture.
• So much, My people, has been done to loose demons on you in this moment of time. The
proliferation of demons is staggering, but they are no match for My angels and they have
suffered far more casualties than Ours. You owe a great debt to your angels, and it is
always proper for you to pray for them and thank them. Always.

Breakthroughs with the Lord
~ You Are Coming Into Your Fullness – October 17, 2017
synopsis:
• Clare: Well, the Lord had promised me that a breakthrough was coming soon and I believe
that it has arrived.
• Jesus: This is a time of increase to My Faithful ones. Many waves of darkness have covered
you over and over again, but you still come back up to the surface, swimming strong in My
promises for you
• Dear ones, this was necessary to temper and harden you off for battle. The promises I have
made to you, the gifts and vocations I have called you to, are highly wrought with danger.
And these powerful dark waves were necessary to prepare you. They were not your end, as
the devils tried to tell you—but only lessons in perseverance.
• Clare: When He said this, I saw that our little group had scaled a very tall mountain and
were walking on a sharp ridge towards a lookout point. Some in our company were ready to
begin their calling and paths led off to the right and left that took them to their appointed
place. It was very, very high up in the mountains. Way above the tree line with only bare
rock. The rest of our company continued up the mountain with Jesus.
• Jesus: As you take your rightful place in these ministries for Me you will continue to watch
for attacks— which will surely come. But just as surely, WE will overcome them and
victoriously execute My plans for the Kingdom, together.
• Jesus chides Jesus for being difficult to work with…and warns the Heartdwellers NOT to be
like her.
• Cleave to Me and scrape the vomit off yourselves and keep going. Yes, I use that word,
because that is the poison they smear you with that sticks and continues to burn lies into
your being. The effluent from demons is poison that clings to believers and burns stains of
unbelief and failure into their souls. It is wise to bind it to them when you pray deliverance
prayers. Very wise. Using My Name, they are stuck with it and it poisons them with unbelief
in their filthy missions; it mars their effectiveness and infuriates those who send them. And
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what’s worse, the stronger the effluent, the more it damages their effectiveness; they come
back in worse condition than they left in.
Carry on, My Beloved ones, carry on. You have faced some steely battles. It’s time for you
to come into your fullness and reap the rewards you have earned.

Clare Dreams/Visions
~ You Are Coming Into Your Fullness – October 17, 2017
• Clare: When He said this, I saw that our little group had scaled a very tall mountain and
were walking on a sharp ridge towards a lookout point. Some in our company were ready to
begin their calling and paths led off to the right and left that took them to their appointed
place. It was very, very high up in the mountains. Way above the tree line with only bare
rock. The rest of our company continued up the mountain with Jesus. (full synopsis under
Breakthroughs with the Lord)

Demons:
Demon Attacks
~ Set Free From a Profound Sense of Defeat – October 30, 2017
synopsis:
• Clare: there's a vague sense of defeat that sets in, that you really can't do something that
you started to work on, or started to do.
• Well, little did I know there has been an onslaught of demons of destruction assigned to
take away my mission and cause me so much heartache. So much heartache that I will just
give up.
• In His Mercy, He delivered me from a very serious attack on my faith and heart.
• Jesus: Oh, Clare, how I have wanted to talk to you. You are under some extreme
oppression, Beloved, extreme. You do not see it, because it has been laid on you very slowly
and surreptitiously. Your whole being is under attack and their plan is to steal your ministry
and destroy you. Demons of destruction have been assigned to you and they are working on
your mind.
• But this is My witness, this is what I say about you. You have turned one coin into ten. You
have brought forth copious fruit all over the world. You really have been faithful, very
faithful, and done My bidding, My will—99% of the time.
• You are Mine, and there is no one like you. But you carry it too far, Clare. The demons have
run with that and very clever demons have chosen to play that card against you. They want
you to think that your ministry doesn’t just doesn't matter.
• Jesus went on to assure, reassure and promise to Clare that she WILL SUCCEED with her
music ministry.
• Clare: rhema given – Blessed are you who are able to believe without understanding the
reason. Clare tells how powerful the rhema box is.
• Also an appeal made for the poor of Taos. Clare describes the conditions of poverty they
live in, their houses and needs.
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~ You Are Coming Into Your Fullness – October 17, 2017
• Jesus: As you take your rightful place in these ministries for Me you will continue to watch
for attacks— which will surely come. But just as surely, WE will overcome them and
victoriously execute My plans for the Kingdom, together.
• Cleave to Me and scrape the vomit off yourselves and keep going. Yes, I use that word,
because that is the poison they smear you with that sticks and continues to burn lies into
your being. The effluent from demons is poison that clings to believers and burns stains of
unbelief and failure into their souls. It is wise to bind it to them when you pray deliverance
prayers. Very wise. Using My Name, they are stuck with it and it poisons them with unbelief
in their filthy missions; it mars their effectiveness and infuriates those who send them. And
what’s worse, the stronger the effluent, the more it damages their effectiveness; they come
back in worse condition than they left in. (full synopsis under Breakthroughs with the Lord)

Demons: How They Work
~ Foaming Lies At Your Feet – October 12, 2017
• This is the enemy’s goal, My people. He wants to convince you it is hopeless. Either by
world events and media manipulation or by family and friends, or by physical handicaps, or
by emotional attacks, or human logic—to undermine your sense of destiny and security in
My will. Or to convince you that you are a failure before you begin.
• The assaults on all of you right now are horrendous and call for an unusual degree of
perseverance in faith. The stakes are rising, My people. Some of you are carrying very heavy
crosses as you walk. My intention is not that you grow weary and fall, but cry out for more
help and strength. When you feel yourself slipping, cry out to Me! And know that you are
not alone, the entire Body is feeling these pressures now. (full synopsis under Faith)
~ Temptation to Quit – October 11, 2017
• Jesus: Your prayers are powerful, Clare, truly they are. Do not listen to the enemy, who has
opposed this since its conception. (talking about the fast.) He is telling you your prayers
mean nothing in the face of what is happening in the world. The truth is, when they are
aligned with the rest of the Body, they raise a loud shout up into the Heavens. My Father
hears clearly and causes Him to come off His thrown and command the troupes, ‘Go forth
and conquer!’
• Jesus: You’re being tempted, Clare. We are breaking a bondage to food that has hindered
you for years – that’s why they are after you so hard. If you feed more on My Word – it will
help break that bondage. (full synopsis under Discouragement)

Discouragement
~ Temptation to Quit – October 11, 2017
synopsis:
• Clare: struggling with discouragement – not an option, but a very heavy burden.
• Jesus: Your prayers are powerful, Clare, truly they are. Do not listen to the enemy, who has
opposed this since its conception. (talking about the fast.) He is telling you your prayers
mean nothing in the face of what is happening in the world. The truth is, when they are
aligned with the rest of the Body, they raise a loud shout up into the Heavens. My Father
hears clearly and causes Him to come off His thrown and command the troupes, ‘Go forth
and conquer!’
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Clare: the situation with the young couple they were counselling has resolved to them
separating, taking another long look at their lives, and leaving things for now. This has been
a long, difficult thing for Clare.
It has also amounted to many hours of loss to the things she would like to be doing for the
Lord – ending in depression and frustration. To make it worse, she was REALLY wanting to
break the fast and have some of her ‘normal’ foods – especially chocolate.
Jesus: You’re being tempted, Clare. We are breaking a bondage to food that has hindered
you for years – that’s why they are after you so hard. If you feed more on My Word – it will
help break that bondage.
Gratitude will also go a long way. You have been grateful for all those who support you, and
your angels. Continue in this.
Bottom line: order your life more, don’t allow things to get bigger than life and crush you.
Just do each in a more moderate way and you will crush their oppression over you.

Ezekiel Dreams/Visions
~ Nuclear War On American Soil, Obama Collusion w/ N.K. to Destabilize America – October 6,
2017
• Ezekiel warning dreams: somewhere in the Gulf being nuked. (full synopsis under WWIII)

Faith
~ Foaming Lies At Your Feet – October 12, 2017
synopsis:
• Clare: She finally fell to it…and broke her abstinence. It was the final straw, and sent her
into a whirlwind of depression, self-pity, frustration and hopelessness…
• Jesus: This is foolishness, Clare! We ARE going to win these battles the way we always have:
with MY Grace.
• Walk in blind Faith if you can’t see the way to do it all. You know I am with you, right by
your side. This is walking by Faith. You know what your dream is, what your instructions are.
No matter what seems to be blocking your way, you must keep moving, keep pushing in the
direction you know you must go.
• Ask Me for more strength. The foods you so long for are not all good for you. That is why I
am trying to help you break from them.
• YOU CAN DO THIS. You just need to be resolute and pick up and keep going when you fall.
FORGE ahead blindly. Just because you don’t feel it doesn’t mean you can’t do it. DO IT
ANYWAY.
• Don’t stop working. We can make adjustments – but don’t stop working. That’s just what
the enemy wants. You have a fixation on failure. Your eyes are on the foaming water – and
you’re sinking. Eyes on ME – I will not let you sink very far before I pull you back up.
• This is the enemy’s goal, My people. He wants to convince you it is hopeless. Either by
world events and media manipulation or by family and friends, or by physical handicaps, or
by emotional attacks, or human logic—to undermine your sense of destiny and security in
My will. Or to convince you that you are a failure before you begin.
• The assaults on all of you right now are horrendous and call for an unusual degree of
perseverance in faith. The stakes are rising, My people. Some of you are carrying very heavy
crosses as you walk. My intention is not that you grow weary and fall, but cry out for more
help and strength. When you feel yourself slipping, cry out to Me! And know that you are
not alone, the entire Body is feeling these pressures now.
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And know that whatever happens, I am WITH YOU and I will not desert you. And I will pick
you up when you fall, and reinstate you.

Fasting
~ Nuclear War On American Soil, Obama Collusion w/ N.K. to Destabilize America – Oct. 6,
2017
• Clare: this is surely a long period of fasting! She proceeds to give suggestions on how to fast
on a longer basis. (full synopsis under WWIII)
~ Regaining Your Focus When You Fail – October 16, 2017
synopsis:
• Clare: Jesus came very visibly in the spirit, dressed in sparkling white, something like a
wedding garment.
• Jesus: "I sparkle and shine for you, because I'm happy to be in your presence. I know how
difficult it has been, not really feeling connected to Me. But understand, Love, in your
suffering - whether you recognize it or not, you are more connected to Me than even now.
Even though you do not see it, many times, because of your frailty - I carry you. Those are
the times when you feel the worst about yourself, the world and what I've asked you to do.
• More teaching on Fasting: don’t let it become an idol. Don’t set the conditions without HIM.
Start small, give little offerings from the heart, out of love. This is the MOST pleasing to
Jesus.
• Seek Me, My people, before you do anything. But especially those things that lower your
morale if you fail. The enemy stands by, not only tempting you, but also waiting until you
are at your weakest. THEN he strikes like a cobra, injecting the venom of failure and hatred.
And you sink deep into despair.
• I am so grateful, so blessed, so pleased that you think of Me, that you care. I cannot restrain
My joy or desire to lavish graces on you when you deny yourself some little pleasure for
love of Me. My heart is so touched.
• It is all about love and obedience, not being some kind of spiritual giant. Rather, every little
gift is to come forth from your heart of love for Me. Your desire to please me; your desire to
cooperate with Me in bringing souls to salvation. And as you empty yourself, I long to fill you
with spiritual graces that will bring you up higher and closer to My Kingdom of Heaven.
• Always keep your eyes on Me, knowing how very grateful I am for even the little sacrifices
you do make. In this way, you will preserve humility and not grow despondent with yourself.
And you will recover more quickly.
~ We Have Been Granted More Time – October 20, 2017
• But I am not calling My Brides to lay down their arms—but to guard what I am bringing
upon the Earth. And the reason I do not want you or your Heartdwellers to put down your
fasts and abstinences is that I want you all to be equipped with the greatest gifts to call My
Mercy down upon the Earth.
• I am calling you to continue to keep your flesh down. What does that look like? Don’t
spend hours in the kitchen making gourmet meals. Don’t spend a fortune on expensive
food. Make each day a third world day, in the sense that you eat sensibly, with simplicity
and good nourishment, but avoid the dainties.
• I want those who profess to be Mine. I want them to live a circumcised life, free of worldly
attachments, free of heartburn, free of guilt, free to worship Me with a clean conscience
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knowing that they are in My favor. Just as I came to you tonight to tell you how very
pleased I am with you. This is an absolute prerequisite for the gifts I am releasing on Earth in
this hour. Do not do anything to compromise My friendship…do not try My mercy and
patience. Rather, be faithful with the littlest things.
So, all in all, My Brides, you are on the right track. Please, My Brides, do not fast in your
flesh. In other words, allow Me to lead you. Make a rhema card for fasting and different
kinds of fasts, and that will help to guide you when it comes up. The object is not to starve
you, but to help you become indifferent to food to the point where you only eat to
nourish your body. Not for the pleasure of it.
Clare then shares some ways to partially fast, abstain, mix up the fasts you make. (full
synopsis under Rapture/Delayed)

Gifts/Talents from the Lord
~Going Deeper with Jesus in Your Destiny – August 1, 2017
• All of you have creative gifts. There is not one soul created in My image that is not
endowed with amazing powers of creativity. The main obstacle holding you back is not
knowing what your gift is. I know I have said this far too many times to you, but it cannot be
said enough. You must seek Me until you find Me and learn to listen VERY CAREFULLY to
the little hints. (full synopsis under Destiny)
~ Healing Miracles—I Am Preparing You – October 31, 2017
• Moving in these gifts is not a three ring circus, as many would have you believe from the
past. It is a gentle process of seeing and gently moving in the Spirit. How I love the healing
that comes as natural as breathing, without fanfare and showmanship. That is one reason I
want to use the souls who seek anonymity for ministry. They have nothing invested in it but
My Happiness and the welfare of those they minister to.
• My people, the time is now and here for all of you to begin to seek the better gifts,
especially prophecy and healing and working with angels that are sent to the Earth on
healing missions. There is absolutely nothing inappropriate in you calling upon, using and
acknowledging the presence of angels.
• My people, ask Me for this gift and if you are not ready, I will prepare you. I have brought
you to this Channel to prepare you for the greater gifts, and humility is the absolute
prerequisite. Humility and hiddenness, the desire to be seen only by My eyes. Modesty and
Humility go hand in hand. Those of you who chose to hide from man are nearing the end of
your preparation; you will soon be entrusted with the greater gifts.
• Your yearning to have Me forever with you, living in your heart, is your safeguard. Once
this is established, I can entrust you with the power gifts, because your priorities are in
order. To seek these gifts, while ignoring Me, leads to Pride and Vain Glory and will damage
My Body more than if you never did any works at all. What you are and what they see in
you, when you minister, will be replicated in their own lives. That is why I am so meticulous
in training and preparing you. There must not be any vestige of self-love that could
blossom into full blown idolatry.
• So, this is a new season for you, My Brides. Having loved your brother as yourself, having
loved Me with all your heart and mind and strength, love your brothers and sisters into
wholeness with My gifts to you. (full synopsis under Healing)
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Supernatural/Signs and Wonders
~ Ask Me for Supernatural Gifts – October 19, 2017
synopsis:
• Clare: I’ve been spending some time checking out healers – like Todd White and others
from Africa and India. When I first became a Christian, I longed to bring healing to people – I
still do!
• Ezekiel and I have been watching various people on Sid Roth’s That’s Supernatural! show.
• I long to see better in the spirit, to see my angels and other things.
• Testimony of 40-year-old housewife and mother who was launched into a supernatural
ministry.
• Jesus: I have some wonderful things planned for you if you will heed My requests.
• My people, truly I want to bring you into the fullness of My Spirit to minister healing, and
deliverance and new life to the lame and wounded. There is a fullness of the Spirit I want to
impart to you, but first I am calling you to abandon old habits, old ways of thinking.
• I want to take you to new levels of worship, places where the veil no longer exists. But you
must prepare to enter into those places where the Spirit is so thick you no longer consider
what you now call 'reality'—as it is in the world—truly reality. Rather, the things of this
material world will become tasteless to you as you press into My Reality.
• You will never be able to be self-indulgent again. Too many souls and circumstances will
draw you into wonderful places if you are willing to deny yourself, pick up your cross and
follow Me.
• Nothing is impossible with God. Not even your favorite little treats, which I promise will
lose their luster when your prayer for a disabled child causes them to stand up straight and
walk from the wheelchair they lived in.
• I am going to stoke the fire in you, My people—if you are willing. If these are your desires,
too, begin each day to live more and more for Me and others. Enter into worship and leave
the little tokens of your love for Me on the altar. Ask and keep asking for the greater gifts. I
cannot deny a humble and loving heart—at least not for very long.

Healing
~ Ask Me for Supernatural Gifts – October 19, 2017
• Clare: I’ve been spending some time checking out healers – like Todd White and others from
Africa and India. When I first became a Christian, I longed to bring healing to people – I still do!
• My people, truly I want to bring you into the fullness of My Spirit to minister healing, and
deliverance and new life to the lame and wounded. There is a fullness of the Spirit I want to
impart to you, but first I am calling you to abandon old habits, old ways of thinking. (full
synopsis under Gifts/Supernatural)
~ Healing Miracles—I Am Preparing You – October 31, 2017
synopsis:
• Clare: after finishing Kevin Basconi’s book, "Dancing With Angels", (His first book—there's a
series of three.) I prayed the prayer in the back and felt it deeply resonate in my heart.
• Tonight after communion, Jesus was sitting before me on one of those stools in... that doctor’s
offices have, that move around on wheels. And He was administering some kind of treatment to
me. I saw something like a membrane presenting itself, sliding out of my eye and onto his
waiting fingers. It was coming from the front of my eye, and then another came from the back
of my eye. He said they were filters, to filter out the spiritual vision.
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Jesus: There was much fear caught up in those filters that came out when you renounced Fear.
You have seen quite a lot in the spirit but fear had blocked more perfect vision. Now, slowly you
will learn to relax and allow Me to reveal to you what I want you to see. Resting and letting go,
being open and resting.
Moving in these gifts is not a three ring circus, as many would have you believe from the past. It
is a gentle process of seeing and gently moving in the Spirit. How I love the healing that comes
as natural as breathing, without fanfare and showmanship. That is one reason I want to use the
souls who seek anonymity for ministry. They have nothing invested in it but My Happiness and
the welfare of those they minister to.
My people, the time is now and here for all of you to begin to seek the better gifts, especially
prophecy and healing and working with angels that are sent to the Earth on healing missions.
There is absolutely nothing inappropriate in you calling upon, using and acknowledging the
presence of angels.
My people, ask Me for this gift and if you are not ready, I will prepare you. I have brought you
to this Channel to prepare you for the greater gifts, and humility is the absolute prerequisite.
Humility and hiddenness, the desire to be seen only by My eyes. Modesty and Humility go hand
in hand. Those of you who chose to hide from man are nearing the end of your preparation; you
will soon be entrusted with the greater gifts.
Your yearning to have Me forever with you, living in your heart, is your safeguard. Once this is
established, I can entrust you with the power gifts, because your priorities are in order. To seek
these gifts, while ignoring Me, leads to Pride and Vain Glory and will damage My Body more
than if you never did any works at all. What you are and what they see in you, when you
minister, will be replicated in their own lives. That is why I am so meticulous in training and
preparing you. There must not be any vestige of self-love that could blossom into full blown
idolatry.
So, this is a new season for you, My Brides. Having loved your brother as yourself, having loved
Me with all your heart and mind and strength, love your brothers and sisters into wholeness
with My gifts to you.

Jesus
Dancing with Him
~ The Joy of Being IN The Arms of My Bride! – October 28, 2017
synopsis:
• Clare: these past few weeks have certainly had their challenges! But when I finally got into
worship (after many distractions…sigh) He swept me away to a ballroom floor.
• Ezekiel, too, sees himself this way – as the Lord’s Bride (don’t ask me how he manages with
that!) dancing with Him.
• Jesus: My precious, precious Brides—how I have missed our trysting times together. I long
to hold you once again in My arms and twirl around the Heavenly dance floors with you. Do
you know that My angels build these dance floors on the clouds and hold them up just for
the privilege to see Me so completely happy, holding My Bride?
• Clare asks about a Revival – He had said there would be none a few years ago…
• Jesus: Yes – there has been enough repentance, and delay of the Rapture – neither of
which I expected.
• Clare: Why did others seem to know this all along – but we were kept in the dark?
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Jesus: I have called you and the other Heartdwellers to share MY HEART. That means
everything – all the pain, the sin I see. I have called you to share in My most intimate
feelings for My creation and My people
Some prophets see from afar…but are not privy to My struggles day to day. I am looking for
those willing to share My heart, keep My aching heart company. Some sense that Mercy
will triumph long enough to see Revival – and so they report that.
But these extension, this ‘more time’ is NOT won by just knowing. Rather, it is gutted out
by those who hear My Heart's cry and see how tortuously close we have come to that final
Day.
This is your station in My heart—to cry out and intercede for the most desperate cases. You
have held Me when I cried, you have kept watch when you felt the destitution of My soul.
When I must respond to those who lie beneath the rubble after earthquakes and those who
have lost everything in these vicious hurricanes. And those who still wait at the borders of
countries and have nowhere to go to begin to start life over. And the list of torments I go
through daily is beyond any human to comprehend.
But you, My Faithful Brides, have kept Me company in My most desolate hours, and now I
wish to visit you with the consolation of My presence and tender love for you. You have
accompanied Me through so many torments and I wish to give you a reprieve and delight
for your souls. So, do not be afraid to accept the invitation to dance with Me; it is My way of
delighting in you for all you have forsaken for Me.
This is a season of releasing precious spiritual graces and long, lingering drinks of living
waters from My Heart of Joy as we dwell together.
So, when I come to dance with you, let this be your spiritual worship and allow Me to take
you to new heights of perception of My Holy Being. As well as elevating you, My Brides, for
your selfless service, which has brought Me endless times of joy. For not only do I derive
pleasure from these, but as I gaze upon you while we are dancing, the fragrance of your
fidelity overpowers the woes of the day and brings Me such comfort.

Hearing/Seeing Him
~ We Have Been Granted More Time – October 20, 2017
• I admonish those of you who continue to say they cannot hear or see Me. You are not
pressing in sufficiently; you are not living single-mindedly for Me but are compromising with
the world. I have not become your all-in-all and your everything, or I guarantee you, you
would not be without My strong guiding, hand and loving arms. (full synopsis under
Rapture/Delayed)

Left Behind
~ We Have Been Granted More Time – October 20, 2017
• Those of you who have foolishly buried your talents, because you were busy sitting on the
roof watching for My coming—here is your chance to make it right. Get busy. If you are
busy about My business, you will not need to know the day or the hour, nor will you be left
behind.
• Make no mistake about it: roof-top sitters who selfishly pass their time expecting a free
ride to Heaven will be left behind. The only ones I am taking are those who are busy about
My work, or being faithful to their state in life. And teaching their children how to give and
how to serve. (full synopsis under Rapture/Delayed)
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Marriage Relationships/Problems
~ Conflict in Marriage, How to Handle It – October 1, 2017
synopsis:
Clare: two souls are in her life who are recently engaged. Clare describes some of the
difficulties they are facing because of their diverse personalities.
She goes on to describe similarities in her and Ezekiel’s relationship – and how they have
handled it.
Keys: humility. Willingness to tend to the other one’s needs before your own. Being sensitive to
their needs over your own.
This is not just about sexual relations. This is about nurturing, comforting, growing into
oneness with your spouse. Each must yield territory, yield and give up the life they led before
they met, in order to make room for the union. God is going to heal their hearts of past failures
in relationships. God is going to restore self-worth and introduce things lacking in each of them
to become whole human beings.
The reason why so many marriages are failing (except for choices out of God’s will), is that
most men and women are not willing to die to themselves. When the Lord brings two souls
together, He gives them the extraordinary gift of deep, bonding love. This is the very foundation
that proceeds everything else.
But the tendency of most everyone is to begin changing the things about our spouse that we
don’t like. We begin to focus on things that don’t live up to our personal preferences and
expectations. Then we begin the process of judging, which leads to deep internal wounds and
disrespect. Our motive switches from loving them with all our hearts, to getting them to change
and be more like us.
This is not God’s plan, dear ones. Yes, the Lord wants change in both partners, but not
necessarily the changes we envision. He wants spiritual growth and the maturity of one who
says, “This habit of his is a real challenge to me. I can see God wants me to be more giving,
loving, and prayerful.” Some changes happen in the first few weeks; others after a decade.
Jesus: "My people, your marriages are turbulent because you do not know how to die to
yourself, graciously. You have lived alone and done it your way for how many years? And
you’ve cried out to Me, 'Please bring me a life-mate.' And finally I bring you together, but you
are not willing to yield in the relationship.”
Dear ones, I have brought this person into your life to help you become a better person and be
prepared for Heaven. Both of you have blind spots; both of you have needs—and some of
those you don’t even recognize. I brought you together, because what the other one has is
crucial for your maturity and happiness.
When I bring two souls together, it is because I see their hearts and their futures. I see they will
eventually be very compatible, because their heart goals are the same, but it will take great
commitment to Me and one another.
When two people come together, there is a dying to selfish and destructive ways to make room
for the hidden gifts in one another to bloom into one exquisite flower. The two become one
flesh, one heart, one mind.
~ God’s Choice for Your Marriage – October 5, 2017
synopsis:
• Clare: continues with the couple they are counselling for marriage.
• Jesus: My people, many of you have made your own choices in forging a union. It was not
My choice, you did not seek Me and the enemy of your soul planned an ambush for you
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even as he did for Solomon, David’s son. You chose for yourself the Amorite, Hittite and
Jebusite women for your lives, when I had another in mind—one who would be faithful to
Me and virtuous - and faithful to you. One who would bring you joy and not sorrow; one of
virtue to strengthen and lead your children. But you chose as the world chooses and now
you have lived in sorrow and separation all these years.
Hittites, Sons of terror: torments, phobias, terror, depression, deceit.
Amorites, Mountain people: renowned; Obsession with earthly fame and glory,
domineering. Jebusites, Threshers: Suppression of spiritual authority in fellow believers,
legalism.
There are many choices you will refuse to make because you have chosen Purity as your
standard. You will continually, in all areas of your lives, apply those standards before
engaging anything of importance in your environment. Some overestimate their strength
and open themselves to occasions of sin—and then it is too late. A bondage has already
been formed.
Notice I said, a ‘bondage,’ not a ‘bond.‘ Men form bondages; I form bonds. As it is written,
“Let no man separate what God has joined.
The account of Ruth and Boaz.
Is My arm short that I cannot also bring you a holy spouse in My perfect timing? Is it??
Consider the God you serve. Consider: I made you with your own particular needs. Consider:
I love you with an intensity you as a human cannot ever understand, and even before you
were born I had in mind the perfect spouse for you.
Do not marry out of fear that you will passed over because of your age; that is a lie from
Satan. Do not fall into that trap.

~ Marriage is Partnership, Not a Competition – October 2, 2017
synopsis:
• Clare: I wanted to share the insights Ezekiel and I have had about one another in our 25
years of marriage.
• It’s not important who is right and who is wrong; it’s not important who had God’s will and
who missed it. What is important is to never break the bond of charity and authentic
humility allows for mistakes in us and in our spouse and in others. Knowing yourself
thoroughly in God’s mirror brings authentic humility. When you have this, you don’t need
to outdo your spouse—you only need to listen—and listen well. To love and help the
situation come around to God’s will without injuring the other person or making them feel
like you’ve got it... and they missed it.
• Do you want to destroy your marriage? It’s not hard at all.
• The man has been established as the head of the family, and he may not be as prayerful
and spiritual as you are. But he is the headship, appointed by God.
• One of you HAS to be Jesus to make it work.
• You see, the enemy’s goal is to get you to stop listening and rise up to defend yourself. No
matter what your spouse says, you have a rebuttal—so you stop communicating and get
caught in a war zone. Attacking your own flesh, weakening your own flesh, disabling your
own flesh, because you are too proud to admit your part. This is exactly what Satan wants.
Your husband is, your wife is your own flesh!
• So, IT NEVER HURTS TO SAY I’M SORRY. There is always something you can be sorry for.
There is always something you can say you regret doing and ask forgiveness for. 'Confess
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your sins one to another' puts your spouse on your side, where he belongs, where she
belongs.
If you do this consistently, all self-defense mechanisms will melt away. It’s just the two of
you, united against Satan. But if you try to be superior, Satan gets his way: you against
each other. Then you both lose.
When we make it safe for our spouse to be wrong, then your marriage is going to begin to
heal and grow into something that fulfills God’s purpose: “It is not good for man to be
alone. I will make him a helpmate.”
Marriage is a sacrament; a sacrament is a help to Heaven. It is a spiritual partnership to
help one another be ready for Heaven. Marriage is a holy bond, meant also to bring forth
holy children. What your children see and hear in your home is what they will reproduce in
the world. We have a solemn responsibility to teach our children relationship skills,
especially humility, willingness to be wrong, prayer and submission to God. Devotion to do
good to our spouse, even when they don’t deserve it. Overcoming hate with love, yielding
when it does not lead to sin.

Mercy
God’s
~ We Are in The Final Hours; What You Can Do – October 7, 2017
synopsis:
• Clare: We are at the end of the time of probation that was supposed to last for three
years. Unless something changes, we have no more time left.
• Ezekiel and I were counting up the signs the Lord is giving us in the Communion Service
readings, in the Rhema book, in the Scriptures—and they are alarmingly targeting the
Lord’s coming. Over and over again.
• Jesus: Yes. the time is at hand, it truly is. Yet, there is still hope…a flicker…nothing more. I
will not give you over to deception. There is a remote possibility that you will make it to
three years. But this requires much more sacrifice than My people are willing to make.
• You must stir Heartdwellers up, once again, with the clarion call. Time is running out; evil is
escalating… What are you willing to do for Me, My Bride, to stop this acceleration of evil?
• My dear, dear Heartdwellers, we are on the final leg of the journey. How I wish it could be
postponed—and perhaps yet a miracle could happen. But as things stand, they are rapidly
deteriorating and need your constant prayer.
• This prayer is VERY important: (here is the prayer) 'Father, please restrain the increasing
darkness and grant us more time, more grace, more mercy to sow and gather souls.
Please grant us the wisdom and self-control to live for You alone, in these final hours.'

Muslims/ISIS
~ Will You Walk With Me in This Season? – October 25, 2017
• Jesus: Those of you disappointed with the delay – I invite you into My Merciful Heart. You
will see there the ones I still grieve over – the Muslims, mostly.
• They are the ones I especially want to target. Many Muslims, totally disenchanted with
their faith are asking so many questions about where is the real God? Surely this rape and
slaughter of innocents cannot be an expression of the Merciful God. They are like sheep
wandering on the hillside with no shepherd. They are so traumatized they trust no one, yet
they are crying out for answers.
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Can you imagine? You have been raised to believe the most heinous things about
Christians, and now you are living among them and you see they are nothing like what they
were led to believe. It was all a lie. And your faith has turned into Hell on Earth... Where is
the true God in all of this? (full synopsis under Rapture/Delayed)

Prayer
Alert
~ Prayer Alert – October 3, 2017
synopsis:
• Lord pour on me a spirit of supplication…
• Psalm 64:1-2 Lord, listen to my complaint: Oh, preserve my life from the conspiracy of these
wicked men, these gangs of criminals. 3 They cut me down with sharpened tongues; they
aim their bitter words like arrows straight at my heart. 4 They shoot from ambush at the
innocent. Suddenly the deed is done, yet they are not afraid. 5 They encourage each other
to do evil. They meet in secret to set their traps. “He will never notice them here,” they say.
6 They keep a sharp lookout for opportunities of crime. They spend long hours with all their
endless evil thoughts and plans.[a]
• 7 But God himself will shoot them down. Suddenly his arrow will pierce them. 8 They will
stagger backward, destroyed by those they spoke against. All who see it happening will scoff
at them. 9 Then everyone shall stand in awe and confess the greatness of the miracles of
God; at last they will realize what amazing things he does. 10 And the godly shall rejoice in
the Lord, and trust and praise him.
• These are only two of many Rhemas received this morning. Clare is being called on for
offering to point of being unable to sit with the Lord for a message right now.
• The Lord is calling us all again to DEEP intercession, Fasting and Offerings, Dear
Heartdwellers. Please join her and all of us on the Prayer Team as we press in to the Lord.
~ We Are in The Final Hours; What You Can Do – October 7, 2017
synopsis:
• Clare: We are at the end of the time of probation that was supposed to last for three
years. Unless something changes, we have no more time left.
• Ezekiel and I were counting up the signs the Lord is giving us in the Communion Service
readings, in the Rhema book, in the Scriptures—and they are alarmingly targeting the
Lord’s coming. Over and over again.
• Jesus: Yes. the time is at hand, it truly is. Yet, there is still hope…a flicker…nothing more. I
will not give you over to deception. There is a remote possibility that you will make it to
three years. But this requires much more sacrifice than My people are willing to make.
• You must stir Heartdwellers up, once again, with the clarion call. Time is running out; evil is
escalating… What are you willing to do for Me, My Bride, to stop this acceleration of evil?
• My dear, dear Heartdwellers, we are on the final leg of the journey. How I wish it could be
postponed—and perhaps yet a miracle could happen. But as things stand, they are rapidly
deteriorating and need your constant prayer.
• This prayer is VERY important: (here is the prayer) 'Father, please restrain the increasing
darkness and grant us more time, more grace, more mercy to sow and gather souls.
Please grant us the wisdom and self-control to live for You alone, in these final hours.'
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~ Nuclear War On American Soil, Obama Collusion w/ N.K. to Destabilize America – October 6,
2017
Pray more My People, more prayer, more prayer. Yes, this calls for more deliberate and
focused prayer. Do not allow family situations or common, everyday things lull you into
numbness and false sense of security. The threats are very real. (full synopsis under WWIII)

Rapture:
~ We Are in The Final Hours; What You Can Do – October 7, 2017
synopsis:
• Clare: We are at the end of the time of probation that was supposed to last for three
years. Unless something changes, we have no more time left.
• Ezekiel and I were counting up the signs the Lord is giving us in the Communion Service
readings, in the Rhema book, in the Scriptures—and they are alarmingly targeting the
Lord’s coming. Over and over again.
• Jesus: Yes. the time is at hand, it truly is. Yet, there is still hope…a flicker…nothing more. I
will not give you over to deception. There is a remote possibility that you will make it to
three years. But this requires much more sacrifice than My people are willing to make.
• You must stir Heartdwellers up, once again, with the clarion call. Time is running out; evil is
escalating… What are you willing to do for Me, My Bride, to stop this acceleration of evil?
• My dear, dear Heartdwellers, we are on the final leg of the journey. How I wish it could be
postponed—and perhaps yet a miracle could happen. But as things stand, they are rapidly
deteriorating and need your constant prayer.
• This prayer is VERY important: (here is the prayer) 'Father, please restrain the increasing
darkness and grant us more time, more grace, more mercy to sow and gather souls.
Please grant us the wisdom and self-control to live for You alone, in these final hours.'

Delayed
~ Rapture Delay… Are You Bitterly Disappointed? – October 21, 2017
synopsis:
• Clare: My dear ones, I have heard so many of you crying out and wanting the Lord to come
sooner... and oh, how I understand that. During my communion service this evening, the
Gospel reading was about the workers that were hired at the end of the day, but still
received the same wage as those who worked through the heat of the day.
• Parable of the Workers. Matt. 20
• Clare sees a parallel here, between people that have known and loved the Lord for many
years, but have been unable to fully serve Him as we know Him in the ‘establishment’ – the
formal churches.
• Let me tell you, THE LORD KNOWS YOUR HEART AND HE APPROVES OF YOU. And He has
come to His vineyard for perhaps the final time and seeing you standing around, He is
commissioning you to rise up and work in His vineyard. But you are so beaten down and
tired of life there is little, if anything, left to give.
• But that’s OK. He wasn’t counting on what you could give anyway. He is counting on your
“Yes.” and the faith that says, “If God is calling me, then He must be prepared to empower
me.” That’s what He’s looking for.
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When you obey and do the little things out of love for God and what matters to Him, He
promotes you. Every day you pray, you draw closer to Him; then you go out and serve and
you begin to see yourself as His servant, truly. You begin to realize you have a ministry and
you are for real. It doesn’t matter how the establishment black-balls you; all that matters is
that He is happy with you.
Now it’s your turn to show them the real Jesus. The very group that disqualified you is
packing their gear and walking out the door, while the Lord giving you the mandate you and
you're walking IN the door. You are literally passing them in the hallway.
Jesus is raising up the real nitty gritty, gutsy, non-political, non-posturing, real-deal disciples.
He is calling you to rise up and live the Jesus you know intimately through prayer.
So, IF HE CAN USE ME, HE CAN USE YOU. That is not the question. It’s just that simple.
The real question is: DO YOU LOVE HIM MORE THAN YOURSELF? Will you work with all
your heart and give Him a chance to raise you up? Are you willing to be made willing?
But He is asking you again, “No. You didn’t hear Me… Do you really Love Me? Are you
willing to die for Me. Are you willing to get up out of your wheelchair and walk for Me?
"Do you LOVE ME?"

~ We Have Been Granted More Time – October 20, 2017
synopsis:
• Clare: I want to introduce this message by saying we do not know who gave their last tear to
get the stay of execution of Earth. But all the broken hearts, rivers of tears, fast and sickness
offerings to the Father to grant more time, more grace, more mercy—have been heard. He
has turned His hand away from giving the command for the War of all Wars and the
Rapture. He has extended the time.
• Jesus: I know you are anxious about the timing of events; that is why I am telling you, we
still have a ways to go.
• "Five years?"
• He answered, Maybe. Much could be done in that time as you count it on Earth. At the
same time, much could be forestalled. Much evil could be done and come to the surface.
That is why I need a group of intercessors on the forefront shouting down the enemy,
praying down the wickedness and evil that spreads like the plagues of Egypt.
• There is going to be a move of God unparalleled and just now My faithful ones are entering
into it.
• But I am not calling My Brides to lay down their arms—but to guard what I am bringing
upon the Earth. And the reason I do not want you or your Heartdwellers to put down your
fasts and abstinences is that I want you all to be equipped with the greatest gifts to call My
Mercy down upon the Earth.
• I am calling you to continue to keep your flesh down. What does that look like? Don’t
spend hours in the kitchen making gourmet meals. Don’t spend a fortune on expensive
food. Make each day a third world day, in the sense that you eat sensibly, with simplicity
and good nourishment, but avoid the dainties.
• I want those who profess to be Mine. I want them to live a circumcised life, free of worldly
attachments, free of heartburn, free of guilt, free to worship Me with a clean conscience
knowing that they are in My favor. Just as I came to you tonight to tell you how very
pleased I am with you. This is an absolute prerequisite for the gifts I am releasing on Earth in
this hour. Do not do anything to compromise My friendship…do not try My mercy and
patience. Rather, be faithful with the littlest things.
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I wish for them to press in to the greater gifts: prophecy, healing, wonders that witness to
My power and love. To have these gifts in operation, I need them to abstain from worldly
pleasures. Not sin, that is a given. But abstain from those things that feed the appetite for
more and better—fine food, clothing, luxuries, comforts unknown to the poor. All these are
poison to the Spirit living within; they all cause a downward spiral of dependency on the
flesh and feed selfishness.
And as far as your condition and Ezekiel’s, there is going to be an explosion of healing for
My ministers, so they can minister on the highest levels. But remember: there will always
be offerings, Simon’s cross offerings. Always. But they will be less and less painful for those
of you who have made it a habit to detach yourself from the pleasures of the flesh.
So, just to be clear, Lord—are You saying we have five years yet?
No. I am saying you have more time, more than you previously thought, which was three
years. I am saying My Father has determined that His mercy will flourish before the final
hour, when no one can jump off the fence. This is also a warning to those of you who know
you have turned lukewarm in favor of your selfish appetites. You have an opportunity to
grow into the full stature of the sons and daughters of God.
Live before Me every day as if it were your last, because plagues, wars, and terrible Earth
disasters will continue to accelerate as the birth pains get closer. You know not the day I will
call you Home—and you will give an accounting.
Those of you who have foolishly buried your talents, because you were busy sitting on the
roof watching for My coming—here is your chance to make it right. Get busy. If you are
busy about My business, you will not need to know the day or the hour, nor will you be left
behind.
Make no mistake about it: roof-top sitters who selfishly pass their time expecting a free
ride to Heaven will be left behind. The only ones I am taking are those who are busy about
My work, or being faithful to their state in life. And teaching their children how to give and
how to serve.
I admonish those of you who continue to say they cannot hear or see Me. You are not
pressing in sufficiently; you are not living single-mindedly for Me but are compromising with
the world. I have not become your all-in-all and your everything, or I guarantee you, you
would not be without My strong guiding, hand and loving arms.
So, all in all, My Brides, you are on the right track. Please, My Brides, do not fast in your
flesh. In other words, allow Me to lead you. Make a rhema card for fasting and different
kinds of fasts, and that will help to guide you when it comes up. The object is not to starve
you, but to help you become indifferent to food to the point where you only eat to
nourish your body. Not for the pleasure of it.
Clare then shares some ways to partially fast, abstain, mix up the fasts you make.

~ Will You Walk With Me in This Season? – October 25, 2017
synopsis:
• Clare: Jesus quickly told me His heart today!
• Jesus: Those of you disappointed with the delay – I invite you into My Merciful Heart. You
will see there the ones I still grieve over – the Muslims, mostly.
• They are the ones I especially want to target. Many Muslims, totally disenchanted with
their faith are asking so many questions about where is the real God? Surely this rape and
slaughter of innocents cannot be an expression of the Merciful God. They are like sheep
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wandering on the hillside with no shepherd. They are so traumatized they trust no one, yet
they are crying out for answers.
Can you imagine? You have been raised to believe the most heinous things about
Christians, and now you are living among them and you see they are nothing like what they
were led to believe. It was all a lie. And your faith has turned into Hell on Earth... Where is
the true God in all of this?
That is why I am calling My Faithful Brides to cooperate and walk with Me and show
compassion, not brutality by removing the only good they are destined to know. As you
come to terms with your attitudes of heart, you have an alternative to the bitter
disappointment. The alternative is to offer your woes for the conversion of the Muslim
nations and the peoples scattered over the Earth.
This will require a massive change in attitude on your part. Stop thinking selfishly and join
Me in My thinking and the task before us. You will never regret the extra time it took to
bring in the catch. Rather, you will be joyful that you accompanied Me and labored with Me
to bring this to pass. And it shall be credited to you, that you laid aside your personal agenda
to put your heart and mind totally into Mine. You will not lose your reward.
One last note: I would ask you to consider that this vessel has brought forth the Truth I
have given her with great fidelity. Your accusations against her do not endear Me to you;
they hurt Me deeply.
She is not the cause of your anger and grief, I am. Your anger is at Me, not her.

Revival
~ The Joy of Being IN The Arms of My Bride! – October 28, 2017
• Clare asks about a Revival – He had said there would be none a few years ago…
• Jesus: Yes – there has been enough repentance, and delay of the Rapture – neither of
which I expected.
• Clare: Why did others seem to know this all along – but we were kept in the dark?
• Jesus: I have called you and the other Heartdwellers to share MY HEART. That means
everything – all the pain, the sin I see. I have called you to share in My most intimate
feelings for My creation and My people
• Some prophets see from afar…but are not privy to My struggles day to day. I am looking for
those willing to share My heart, keep My aching heart company. Some sense that Mercy
will triumph long enough to see Revival – and so they report that.
• But these extension, this ‘more time’ is NOT won by just knowing. Rather, it is gutted out
by those who hear My Heart's cry and see how tortuously close we have come to that final
Day. (full synopsis under Jesus/Dancing with Him)

Self-Control/Self-denial
~ Ask Me for Supernatural Gifts – October 19, 2017
• You will never be able to be self-indulgent again. Too many souls and circumstances will
draw you into wonderful places if you are willing to deny yourself, pick up your cross and
follow Me.
• Nothing is impossible with God. Not even your favorite little treats, which I promise will
lose their luster when your prayer for a disabled child causes them to stand up straight and
walk from the wheelchair they lived in. (full synopsis under Gifts/Supernatural)
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Taos, People of
~ Set Free From a Profound Sense of Defeat – October 30, 2017
• Also an appeal made for the poor of Taos. Clare describes the conditions of poverty they
live in, their houses and needs. (full synopsis under Demon Attacks)

WWIII
~ Nuclear War On American Soil, Obama Collusion w/ N.K. to Destabilize America –
October 6, 2017
synopsis:
• Clare: this is surely a long period of fasting! She proceeds to give suggestions on how to fast
on a longer basis.
• Ezekiel warning dreams: somewhere in the Gulf being nuked.
• Clare remembers past dreams of N. Korean troops on our soil in American uniforms.
• Jesus: Still, it is a warning dream that there is still impending danger from outside sources.
The Deep State government may receive blows, but certain other peoples are being called
upon to join forces in overthrowing America.
• I cannot say at this time you have a full two years. I can say you may be nearing the end of
the probation period. Two years is no time at all from now, and while we are holding the
flood of evil back, it is still very strong and slowly gaining, using betrayal tactics to infiltrate
and destroy.
• …these forces are moving ahead very slowly with their agendas. Yet, I promised you a
setback and I am holding to that.
• This is why I have told you that N. Korea is not as dangerous as the underground, which will
use any means to destroy this country—even arming and accessing N. Koreans to invade
bases and destroy your defense systems.
• Pray more My People, more prayer, more prayer. Yes, this calls for more deliberate and
focused prayer. Do not allow family situations or common, everyday things lull you into
numbness and false sense of security. The threats are very real.

Works for the Lord
~ Jesus, What Can I Do? parts 1 & 2 – October 23,24, 2017
•
•
•
•

•

•

synopsis:
Clare: Well, now that we have more time for sure – what are we to do with it?
So many questions, so much insecurity and a sense of mystery about what you can do to
show the world Jesus.
Clare shares a powerful prayer to combat all these distractions and feelings.
What can we do for Jesus? Begin by looking at those around you and asking Holy Spirit to
send the needy to you, that you have the resources to help. Anything you can do for
yourself—you can do for others, simply sharing with them. She continues on giving many,
many examples of things we can do for others.
If you are homebound and disabled, you have a powerful influence before God because of
your sufferings. Prayer is the most important one; when you see a need, pray for them. Get
involved in forums and channel discussions to bring the light of Jesus’ love to people.
For those of you who have been offended by the terrible things they say about us and the
Lord, you can make a video sharing how Jesus has helped you and changed your life on this
channel. You can pray for those who are attacking us.
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Jesus: When you go out into the world, you are not going out for your own needs, only. You
are My ambassador of Light and Healing in this world.
Nothing happens by chance. Many things are arranged for you during the day, but because
you are mostly self-involved (guilty as charged) you don’t see the opportunities I set before
you to let that Light shine. You can always shine by being extremely courteous and even
patient with someone who is being obnoxious.
As I see that I can trust you to be humble and little in all circumstances, I can begin to bring
knowledge into your lives that you’ve always longed to have.
My people. Start small, very small and allow Me to invite you up higher when you are
ready. Lower your expectations of what to do to serve Me to the lowest common
denominator if you are only just beginning. This is appropriate for you.
There is nothing quite as off-putting as a swaggering, self-proclaiming personality
correcting others with an air of disdain.
So be confident that you have the anointing to touch this soul and you know that I am
always there with you. My Spirit will speak through you if you give Him the chance.

The only prerequisite is Love for others and humility.
Worship
~ Ask Me for Supernatural Gifts – October 19, 2017
• I want to take you to new levels of worship, places where the veil no longer exists. But you
must prepare to enter into those places where the Spirit is so thick you no longer consider
what you now call 'reality'—as it is in the world—truly reality. Rather, the things of this
material world will become tasteless to you as you press into My Reality. (full synopsis
under Gifts/Supernatural)
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